History of Gold
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Civilization's relationship with the yellow metal continues to evolve. Due in part to macro uncertainty
and supply dislocations created by the global virus pandemic, the price of gold in 2020 has surpassed its
previous all-time price high of nearly $2,000 an ounce, hitting the highest level since September of 2011.
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Ancient Egyptians
are the first miners,
establishing gold
as a standard for
international trade.

Pure gold coins
are minted by
King Croesus
of Lydia in
modern-day
Turkey. Soon after,
the Greeks begin
mining gold in the
Mediterranean
and Middle East.
The Roman Empire
wins access to
lucrative mining
regions in Spain
and increases
gold production.

King Ferdinand of
Spain launches
ambitious expeditions
to the West, telling
his explorers to
“get gold, humanely
if you can, but at all
hazards, get gold!”
This mandate leads
to large-scale
discoveries of gold
in Brazil in 1700.
Two decades later,
Brazil is producing
two-thirds of the
world's gold.

Gold production
begins in the
United States after
a 17-pound gold
nugget is found in
Carbarrus County,
North Carolina.
Four years later, a
gold discovery at
Little Meadow Creek
in North Carolina
sparks the first
U.S. gold rush.

California Gold
Rush begins when
James Marshall
finds gold flakes
in the American
River while building
John Sutter's
sawmill in Coloma,
California.

George Harrison
discovers gold in
South Africa while
gathering stones
to build a house.

By 1898, South
Africa is the world's
largest gold
producer.
Over the years,
it supplies nearly
40 percent of all
gold ever
produced.

U.S. government
passes the
Gold Standard
Act in 1900,
establishing gold
as the tangible
asset backing
for currency.

FDR makes it
illegal for U.S.
citizens to own
more than a small
amount of gold.
The Gold Reserve
Act of 1934 halts
the minting of all
gold coins and
raises the price of
gold to $35 per
ounce, where it
remains until 1971.
After acquiring the
nation's gold, the
U.S. government
builds Fort Knox in
Kentucky in 1937
to store its wealth.

In 1971, President
Nixon ends the
“Gold Standard”
and in 1975, the
U.S. government
lifts prohibitions
on individual
ownership and
trading of gold.

In the 1980's
Gold hits record
high of $870 an
ounce during
period of
double-digit
inflation and
political crisis.

In the 2000's
Precious metals and
commodities were
the best performing
assets. Gold rallied
from a low of $255 in
2001 to $1,923 by 2011.

In 2004, The first
bullion-backed
exchange traded
fund (ETF) is launched
in the United States.,
joining similar funds in
London and Australia.

By 2009, investment
demand for gold
reaches nearly
$55 billion.

In 2020, price of gold
reaches an all-time
high of nearly
$2,000 per ounce.
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The Lifecycle of a Junior Miner
The Lassonde Curve
An overview of the pathway from early exploration to production demonstrates that each stage
of the mining process has associated market values and risks factors.
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Each stage of the curve offers measurable risks and rewards – As a mining company endeavors to
prove that there are mineable deposits in the ground, each stage of the exploration and production
process creates more value for shareholders along the way.
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Gold’s Shifting Demand Sources
Sources of Demand for Gold is Diversified
Annually from 2010 to 2019
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Gold is a high value commodity for many reasons - Throughout history, gold has served many
purposes. From gold jewelry, investment, central bank balance sheets, and its many
technological uses, the sources of demand vary through time.
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Demand Dynamics
Increased Demand Has Fueled Rise in Gold Price
Quarterly Supply/Demand — 3/31/2010 to 3/31/2022
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Demand for gold far exceeds current supply, driving higher prices – Mine production, which accounts for the largest part
of gold supply at 75% annually, has been constrained by the absence of new gold discoveries and limited production.
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Decades-long Decline in New Gold Discoveries
No Major Gold Discoveries in the Past Three Years
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There has been a severe lack of new major discoveries over the past decade – Mining
companies have been focused on advanced-stage assets and known deposits, rather than
searching for new discoveries. Grassroots exploration is needed to ensure the pipeline has
enough quality assets required to replace aging mines.
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Mining for Gold Around the Globe
Top 10 Gold Producing Countries in 2019
Annual Gold Output in Tonnes
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Gold is one of the rarest elements in the world – In 2019, global gold mine production was reported
at 3,464 tonnes. China has taken the lead as the world's largest gold producer. Russia, which was at
number two, recently surpassed Australia.
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